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1) INTRODUCTION 

Trayer 4000 Series vacuum fault interrupters are truly unique.  They can be installed anywhere in the system to 
provide full range circuit protection for underground distribution feeders at strategic points where the protection 
is most effective.  The vacuum fault interrupters function reliably under severely adverse operating conditions, 
often in installations remote from the substation where routine maintenance is difficult to perform or non-
existent. 

4000 Series vacuum fault interrupters are supplied as complete systems which are totally self-contained.  
Installation is accomplished by simply connecting the incoming and outgoing high voltage cables to their 
respective bushings.  Hermetically sealed tanks protect all high voltage electrical components from the outside 
environment.  The solid state relay is in a separate enclosure. 

4000 Series systems provide both safety for operating personnel and full-range protection for distribution 
circuits.  The trip-free vacuum fault interrupter mechanism is tripped by a capacitor energy storage device.  This 
device is powered by internally mounted current transformers.  Time current characteristics of the solid state 
overcurrent relay can be adjusted in the field.   

When an interrupter trips, a bright yellow mechanical indicator appears immediately.  This provides a visual 
verification that the interrupter has tripped.  The trip can be either a three-phase or a single-phase trip.  The trip-
free vacuum fault interrupter is reset manually by moving the operating handle to the open position. 

Trayer vacuum fault interrupters can be combined with Trayer vacuum load break switches in a virtually 
unlimited number of configurations.  Modification of standard designs is also available. 

2) CAUTIONS 

WARNING:  Before installing, operating, maintaining, or testing this equipment, carefully read and understand the 
contents of this manual.  Improper operation, handling, or maintenance can result in equipment damage, severe 
personal injury, and possibly death.  

A) ELECTRICAL 

This equipment is intended for use on electrical distribution systems up through 28kV and 600A.  Electrical 
power of this magnitude can kill!  All safety procedures and precautions dictated by your operations manuals, 
OSHA, or local authorities must be followed exactly.   

B) PHYSICAL 

This equipment is heavy: Use only properly maintained handling equipment in good condition to lift or move.  
Slings for lifting should be inspected for condition and rated capacity.  Using the lifting lugs provided, lift the 
unit slowly and smoothly to avoid shock loading or load shifting.  At no time should anyone be allowed under 
a suspended load!  Forklifts should be of adequate capacity and have blades long enough to extend the entire 
length of the pallet. 

3) RECEIVING 

A) UNPACKING 

Strapping shears and a pentahead socket will be required to unpack this equipment for inspection and 
installation. 

Carefully cut and remove all steel strapping and protective paper wrapping. 

Use a pentahead socket to loosen the pentahead security bolts on all doors.  Note: Do not attempt to remove the 
pentahead bolts from their encasement; they are an integral part of the unit’s security.   
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This equipment is bolted down to its pallet on the inside of each cabinet.  These bolts should only be removed 
when preparing the unit for installation. The clamp plates that they secure must be retained, as they will be 
needed to secure the switch unit to its installation pad. 

B) INSPECTION 

Upon receipt of this equipment, a thorough inspection should be performed.  If any damage is found, a claim 
should be filed immediately with the transportation company that delivered the equipment.  Your Trayer 
representative should also be contacted.   

With the equipment unpacked, a thorough inspection can be performed. 

1) Visually inspect all painted surfaces for damage.  Small scratches or chips can be touched up on-site using a 
small brush (a 1/8″ artist brush works well) and a supply of Munsell 7GY3.29/14 Padmount Green paint.  If 
no supply of paint is available (must meet ANSI Standard C37.72), please contact the Trayer Engineering 
factory for assistance. 

2) Inspect the switch tank, cabinet, and doors for damage (dents from forklift blades, etc.).  Open the doors to 
see that they function smoothly without binding.  Check the liquid level gauge (see Section 5A).  Check to 
see that there is no leakage of dielectric fluid from the switch tank.  If any liquid is found leaking from the 
switch tank, call the Trayer Engineering factory immediately.  Inspect the switch tank face for any damage to 
bushings, parking stands, switch handles, etc. 

C) HANDLING 

This equipment is liquid-filled and quite heavy.  It should be handled with great care by trained personnel using 
well-maintained material handling equipment that is of adequate capacity.  Check the switch unit nameplates for 
the total weight in pounds before selecting handling equipment.  As long as the switch unit is still bolted to its 
pallet, it may be moved by forklift.  Once the unit has been unbolted, however, it must be moved by crane.  
Lifting lugs have been provided on both sides of the switch body for an even, level lift using an appropriately 
sized sling and crane. 

Switch unit should be lifted slowly and smoothly to avoid shock loading the switch unit or lifting equipment.  
Note: At no time should anyone be allowed under a suspended load! 

 
 
D) STORAGE 

Although this equipment is designed for outdoor use, sheltered storage should be provided to preserve its “as 
new” appearance.  During storage, all of the equipment’s built-in security devices should be utilized (pentahead 
bolt and padlock) to prevent damage by vandals. 

4) INSTALLATION 

A) PRE-INSTALLATION INSPECTION 

An inspection should be performed prior to installing the equipment.  Follow the procedure outlined in Section 
3B. 

B) INSTALLATION OF VFI/SWITCH UNIT 

A concrete pad with cableways, concrete box pad, or fiberglass box pad should be provided for the installation 
of this equipment.  The pad or box should be large enough to accommodate the switch unit and its cabinets.  
The cableway should be large enough to provide room to bend, flex, and position cables.  Lift the switch unit 
from its shipping pallet, as described in Section 3, and position it on the box or pad.  Secure the VFI/switch unit 
using the clamp plates provided or other approved methods.   
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When the switch tank has been secured, the cabinet may be removed for easy access to the cableways.  This 
procedure is time consuming, but it does provide unobstructed access to the cableways for pulling and 
terminating cables. 

C) INSTALLATION AND TERMINATION OF CABLES 

Cables should be clearly marked and trained to their appropriate bushing or bushing well.  If at all possible, 
sufficient extra length should be provided on each cable to allow for easy removal, parking, or retermination in 
the future.   

Depending on the bushings or bushing wells provided on the VFI/switch unit, 200A or 600A connectors will be 
required.  The cables should be terminated and attached to the switch unit using submersible connectors only 
(Elastimold or equal) in accordance with the instructions provided by the manufacturer. 

After all mountings and terminations have been checked and approved, the cabinet and doors may be reinstalled 
using their original hardware. 

D) TESTING 

This equipment has received an AC hi-pot test based on the BIL rating prior to shipping, at the following levels:  

kV BIL rating across open contacts  95  125   
Applied AC hi-pot voltage (kV)/duration 
 phase-to-phase:    34/1 min. 40/1 min.  
 phase-to-ground:    34/1 min. 40/1 min.  
 across open contacts:   34/1 min. 40/1 min.  

This equipment may be given an AC hi-pot test to these levels after installation.  For a DC hi-pot test on cables, 
the cables should be disconnected from the switch unit and parked per your standard procedures.  This is 
recommended because the vacuum contacts can emit sufficient microamperes during DC hi-pot testing to give 
an improper indication of actual cable installation leakage. 

RELAY AND TRIP FUNCTION TESTING 

Note:  The following procedures should be performed by a qualified relay technician. Please refer to the wiring 
diagram provided with this unit before proceeding. 

1)  Access the overcurrent relay located on the inside of the switchgear door. 

2)  The overcurrent relay can be tested by passing current through each phase using the high voltage bushings 
and then verifying that the trip occurs at the correct point on the curve.  Another option is to purchase a relay 
test set, which the relay itself can be plugged into. 

3)  After testing is completed, the relay should have the correct setting selected before the unit is put into 
service. 

 

5) OPERATION 

A) INTRODUCTION TO FEATURES AND OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 

I. The Trayer 4000 Series Vacuum Fault Interrupter Mechanism 
The Trayer 4000 Series vacuum fault interrupter mechanism is a single-phase spring toggle driven device 
with a solenoid trip device, which allows the mechanism to function in a trip free manner regardless of the 
position of the operating handle.  The solenoid is energized by a stored energy capacitor that responds to 
commands from the self-powered overcurrent relay.  The field replaceable overcurrent relays monitor 
system current through internally mounted current transformers.  This design makes the Trayer vacuum fault 
interrupter a self-contained and stand alone circuit protection device.   
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II. The Trayer Vacuum Switch Mechanism 
The Trayer vacuum switch is a three-phase, gang operated, spring toggle driven device.  Built to the highest 
standards of quality and strength, it is life tested to provide 10,000 full load operations without the need for 
maintenance or adjustment. This mechanism is the heart of this particular unit and thousands of other Trayer 
switch units installed in every corner of the world.  We are confident that you will find this to be the most 
reliable and trouble-free switch unit available anywhere. 

III. The Trayer Liquid Level Gauge 
The Trayer patented liquid level gauge is a one-of-a-kind device for the confirmation of liquid dielectric 
level.  This clear, acrylic gauge is prismatic in design and completely static with no moving parts.  When 
immersed in liquid, it provides a clear viewing port into the dielectric fluid.  When the fluid level is below 
the gauge level, the gauge reads “LOW OIL” in white letters on a red background.  Because of its special 
design, the gauge is unaffected by age or the environmental conditions found in underground distribution. 

IV. Optional Equipment for Trayer VFI Switchgear 
Optional equipment for Trayer VFI switchgear includes, but is not limited to: 

• The Trayer vacuum load break switch. 
• The Trayer tri-phase visible disconnect – a three-phase internal visible disconnect. It provides an extra 

margin of safety by placing a second switch opening in series with the Trayer vacuum load break 
switch.   

• The Trayer motor operator - a linear drive actuator available in 24VDC or 120VAC that can be installed 
in minutes.  The 24VDC is designed specifically for SCADA-controlled systems. 

B) APPLICATIONS 

Trayer VFI padmounted switchgear is designed for use on underground distribution systems up to 28kV with a 
continuous rating of 600A.  Care must be taken to apply Trayer switchgear to the system voltage for which it is 
rated.  Equipment is manufactured in two voltage classes: 15kV and 25kV.  If you are reapplying a piece of 
Trayer switchgear, check the nameplate on the unit to confirm the ratings of the unit. If there are still any 
questions about the application, please contact the Trayer Engineering factory. 

C) OPERATION OF THE LOAD BREAK SWITCH 

This switch has been designed to be operated with an insulated hook stick.  Although this unit is fully dead 
front, please use all appropriate safety procedures when operating the switch.   

Along with the nameplates attached to the switch face to indicate switch position, the switch handle itself is also 
an indicator.  With the handle pulled away from the tank face, the switch is open.  When the handle is laying flat 
against the switch face, the switch is closed.  It requires approximately 45 lbs. of force to actuate the switch 
mechanism whether opening or closing.  The mechanism is operated by a powerful spring toggle so that the 
contacts cannot be teased by operation of the handle.  Once the handle is moved far enough in either direction, 
the switch will operate with a solid “thump” sound.  When the handle is thrown, this sound inside the tank is 
normal and indicates that the switch is operating properly. 

D) OPERATION OF THE VFI 

Although this unit is fully dead front, please use all appropriate safety procedures when operating the VFI. 

The Trayer VFI is very similar in design and operation to the Trayer load break switch.  The hook stick operable 
handle is pulled out away from the VFI/switch tank to open the VFI contact and to reset the trip mechanism.  
When the handle is pushed down flat against the tank, the VFI contact is in the closed and trip-ready position.  
This safety-flag handle design makes it easy to determine switch position from a distance.  When the unit is 
tripped, a bright yellow indicator appears in the trip indicator sight glass mounted near the operating handle.  To 
reset the VFI, simply open the operating handle and reclose.  In the event that the unit is reclosed on a fault, the 
trip-free mechanism will protect the system and the operator.  The single-phase VFI is a much smaller 
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mechanism and therefore requires less force to operate the handle. When operated, the “thump” sound is less 
pronounced, but this is an indication that the unit is operating normally. 

E) OPERATION OF VISIBLE DISCONNECT 

The tri-phase visible disconnect is a rotary LBOR switch bussed in series with the Trayer vacuum load break 
switch.  It is viewed through a clear oval window located in the switch face near the operating handle assembly.  
This apparatus is not intended for load break operations, as that would contaminate the dielectric fluid.  To 
ensure that the visible disconnect is not used to break load, its operating handle is interlocked with the vacuum 
switch operating handle.  To deploy the visible disconnect switch, the vacuum switch handle must first be pulled 
to the open position.  This presents the visible disconnect handle for operation.  Pulling the visible disconnect 
out to the open position not only opens the disconnect switch, but also blocks the vacuum switch handle from 
being closed.  Looking through the viewing window will confirm that the disconnect switch is in the open 
position.  To close back in, the visible disconnect handle must be pushed back into the closed position, thus 
unblocking the vacuum switch handle, which can now be pushed into its closed position. 

F) OPERATION OF MOTOR OPERATORS 

Trayer switches can be manufactured with motor operator mounts installed on the switch unit.  To install a 
motor operator for the first time, an additional mount will be required for the switch operating handle, unless the 
unit was ordered from the factory with this option installed. 

The motor operator is of a linear drive design and is available in 24VDC or 120VAC.  This unit can be supplied 
with auxiliary contacts and protective drive shaft covers.  The 24VDC drive unit can also be supplied with a 
battery powered remote pendant control unit.  This control unit can provide up to 200 open and 200 close 
operations and has a shelf life of up to 5 years.  It utilizes a twist-lock connector and any length cord up to 25 
feet in order to operate the VFI/switch unit without standing in front of it.  This 24VDC unit can also receive its 
power and commands directly from an RTU. 

To mount a motor operator to a switch unit that has the handle plate installed, simply slide the trunion end of the 
motor operator (the end with the motor and controls on it) between the two mounts welded to the cabinet or 
switch face and drop the clevis pin through the mounts and trunion.  The drive shaft end is now slipped over the 
brass pin mounted on the handle.  

The power cord, whether from an RTU or pendant control, can now be attached using the twist-lock connector 
on the end of the cord. 

G) SECURITY 

WARNING: High voltage power can kill!  Never leave this or any piece of power equipment unsecured or 
accessible to the public.   

Trayer switchgear has been designed and constructed to meet ANSI, NEMA, and Western Underground 
Standards.  All security devices should be utilized.  A pentahead bolt assembly has been provided on each 
closure and must not be removed from the switch unit.  It is an important and integral part of the unit’s security. 

Note: Remember to use the pentahead bolts and padlocks to secure this equipment before leaving it unattended! 

6) MAINTENANCE 

A) VFI/SWITCH UNIT MAINTENANCE 

Those VFI/switch units that are ordered in stainless steel are exceptional with regard to maintenance.  Because 
they are built completely of #304 stainless steel and are fully welded hermetically sealed units, they require little 
or no maintenance.  Units constructed of mild steel may need occasional touchup due to wear and tear on the 
paint.  The arcing between contacts during interruption is contained within the vacuum bottle and does not 
contaminate the dielectric fluid.  The welded and sealed tank protects the dielectric fluid, switch and VFI 
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mechanisms, transformers, and bus work from the outside environment.  The stainless steel construction 
provides the maximum in corrosion resistance.  The only maintenance concern of the switch unit is to 
periodically check the liquid level gauge to ensure that there is sufficient dielectric fluid. 

 

C) CABINET DOORS AND HOOD MAINTENANCE 

The hinges used on all cabinet doors are 100% stainless steel and cannot rust.  Should they become stiff and not 
work smoothly, a drop or two of oil or a little grease will free them up.  The handles and latch assemblies on the 
cabinet doors are also corrosion resistant and may need the same care from time to time. 

 

D)  PAINT MAINTENANCE 

The standard paint used on all Trayer switchgear is of high quality and meets ANSI Standard C37.72 and 
C57.12.28 for padmounted switchgear.  The color is Munsell type 7GY3.29/15 Padmount Green.  Small chips 
or scratches can be touched up in the field with a small brush (a 1/8″ artist brush works well) and a supply of 
paint.  If the correct paint is not available, please call the Trayer Engineering factory for assistance.   

Paint maintenance is important for those units constructed of mild steel and should be performed routinely.  For 
those units constructed of stainless steel, paint maintenance is strictly cosmetic.   

 

E) REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Because of our unique construction, some parts are field replaceable.  Should any part of a Trayer VFI unit 
become damaged while in service, please call the Trayer Engineering factory for assistance. 
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7)  RATINGS 

A) LOAD BREAK SWITCH 

Nominal Voltage 15kV 25kV 
Maximum Design Voltage 15.5kV 28kV 
BIL Phase-to-Phase and Phase-to-Ground 125kV 125kV 
BIL Across Open Contacts 95kV 125kV 
One Minute Withstand (60 Hz) 34kV 40kV 
Continuous Current   
Switch and Taps 200/600A 200/600A 
Load Switching  600A 600A 
Number of Operations at Full Load 10,000 10,000 
Maximum Interrupting Current 2,000A 2,000A 
 
Momentary Current   
600A Switched Way 20,000A 20,000A 
200A Switched Way 15,000A 15,000A 

B)  VACUUM FAULT INTERRUPTER 

Nominal Voltage 5kV/15kV 25kV 
Maximum Design Voltage 15.5kV 28kV 
Basic Insulation level (BIL) 95kV 125kV 
One Minute Withstand (60 Hz) 34kV 40kV 
Continuous Current (Max. in Amps) 600 600 
Interrupting Capacity in Symmetrical Amps 12,500 12,500 
Number of Full Fault Interruptions 65 65 
Number of Mechanical Operations 10,000 10,000 
Momentary & Make & Latch (Asymmetrical 
Amps) 

20,000 20,000 
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